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BULLIONS

Overview

In the month of April, Gold managed to end on 

positive note but white metal silver plunged lower 

on lack of safe haven demand on reduced fear of 

Frexit from Euro zone after first phase of elections. 

.Gold inverse correlation with greenback broke as it 

also drooped lower in the month of April. Overall 

gold traded in range of 28404--29529 in MCX and 

$1244-1295.30 in COMEX. Silver traded in range of 

$17.35-18.50 in COMEX and 39748-42820 in MCX. 

Gold buying festival in India known as Akshaya 

Tritiya on 28 April boosted physical demand. Gold 

imports by India are said to have jumped almost 

seven-fold in March from a year earlier as jewelers 

stocked up anticipating a demand recovery during 

the wedding season that began this month. 

Consumption in India, the world’s second-biggest 

gold buyer, has been recovering after a falling to the 

lowest level in seven years in 2016. Investors 

stepped up buying of the world’s largest gold-backed 

exchanged traded fund by the most in seven months 

amid concern about the outcome of European 

elections and a more aggressive U.S. stance on North 

Korea, Syria and Iran as holdings in SPDR Gold 

Shares to 860.76 metric tonnes.

Outlook

In the month of May bullions may remain on volatile 

path as geopolitical tensions in Middle East and 

North Korea coupled with outcome of second phase 

of elections in France scheduled on May 7 will give 

further direction to the prices. The gold/silver ratio 

can move in range of 70-78 in near term. Recently 

silver underperformed gold as gold /silver ratio 

increased from 68 to above 74. On domestic bourses 

the movements of local currency rupee will be the 

key factor to watch out which can move in range of 

63-66 in the month of May. Gold can trade in 

range of Rs 27800-29800 in MCX and $1220-

1300 in COMEX. Silver can trade in range of 

37000-41000 in MCX and $16-18 in COMEX. 
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U.S. President Donald Trump announced unfunded tax 

cuts, while comments from European Central Bank 

President Mario Draghi weakened the euro. Meanwhile 

strong rally in stocks and U.S. bond yields have reduced 

demand of gold in past two weeks. Investors 

traditionally use gold as a hedge against political 

uncertainty, while rising stock prices and higher yields 

increase the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding 

bullion. But bullions has been supported by robust 

physical demand as Swiss gold exports to Hong Kong, 

China and India rose in March, while Chinese gold 

production fell in the first quarter. European Central 

Bank President Mario Draghi emphasized that the euro 

zone’s economic outlook remains uncertain, even as its 

economy has shown signs of improving at the fastest 

pace in six years.

Key News

Physical gold demand

India and China make up 50.0% of the global demand 

for physical gold. These markets are price-sensitive, so 

when gold prices fall, physical gold-buying in these 

markets provides support for gold.

India’s demand for gold has been subdued for the last 

couple of months, mainly due to demonetization. Its 

demand in 2016 was the weakest since 2009. Demand, 

however, is recovering from that seven-year low.

May 2017
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Gold imports by India may have risen nearly 582.0% 

to 120.8 metric tons in March 2017 compared to the 

same month last year. Jewelers could be restocking 

ahead of the wedding season. Many market 

participants feel that the issues related to purchases 

due to demonetization are subsiding.

While gold demand was 600.0 tons in 2016, the 

World Gold Council (or WGC) expects it to reach 

650.0–700.0 tons in 2017.

Chinese demand

China’s gold imports for 2016 totaled 1,300 tons, a 

17.0% year-over-year fall. Shanghai Gold Exchange 

(or SGE) gold withdrawals were at their lowest in four 

years. To stem the fall of the Chinese yuan against the 

dollar, China is believed to have restricted gold 

imports through quotas allotted to banks. The move 

has weakened the ability to purchase gold in the 

country
However, demand has still been quite strong so far in 

2017. The combined figures for January and February 

2017 for SGE withdrawals imply an increase of 9.3% 

year-over-year. The WGC believes that both of these 

markets will continue to drive gold demand despite 

short-term headwinds. In the medium to long term, 

the cash crunch in India should ease, and China could 

lift its restrictions.

Geopolitical tensions between US and North 

Korea

Geopolitical tensions between US and North Korea 

will continue to give safe haven buying in Gold. North 

Korea staged a series of long-range artillery drills to 

commemorate the founding of its military, just as the 

United States and its allies conducted naval exercises 

in the Yellow Sea and the U.S.S. Michigan, a submarine 

furnished with Tomahawk missiles, arrived in South 

Korea. North Korea conducted a failed ballistic missile 

test on 16 April, prompting US Vice-President Mike 

Pence to warn it not to "test" President Donald Trump.

Analysis: Gold silver ratio increased sharply from 69 to 

above 74 as silver underperformed gold in the month of 

April. This ratio can hover in range of 70-78 in the month 

of May.

CFTC positions

Gold Non-Commercial Positions:

Large speculators and traders increased their net bullish 

positions in the gold futures markets in penultimate week 

for a sixth consecutive week and to the highest level since 

November, according to the latest Commitment of Traders 

(COT) data released by the Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission (CFTC).

Gold speculative bullish bets are now above the +200,000 

level and at the highest level since November 8th when 

net bullish positions totaled +217,238 contracts.

Gold Commercial Positions:

The commercial trader’s position, categorized by the 

CFTC as hedgers or traders engaged in buying and selling 

for business purposes, totaled a net position of -214,580 

contracts in penultimate week.

Source: Reuters
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In the month of May 2017 bullions may remain on 

volatile path as France second phase elections, 

geopolitical tensions between US and North Korea, 

safe haven demand, physical demand in India and 

China along with movement of greenback will give 

further direction to the prices. Moreover condition 

of global economy and movement of local currency 

rupee coupled with Physical, ETF demand will also 

influence its prices. 

Range 

Gold MCX 27800-29800 Rs per 10 gms

                          COMEX $1220-1300 per troy ounce

 Silver MCX Rs 37000-41000 per kg

COMEX $16 -18 per ounce


